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Our Purpose

is to develop a sustainable model of best practice which
is replicated across the UK.

Our Mission

Care-experienced young people
disproportionately suffer the consequences
of the world fighting the Coronavirus.

Check me out

is to enable care-experienced young people to achieve their
full potential through sustainable and fulfilling employment.

Our Vision
is a society where care-experienced people enjoy

Help them recover
Help them drive forward

#becausewecare

opportunity, empathy and respect.
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"[The photos] were taken during lockdown... obviously it was quite hard to be indoors for so long and being restricted. Even though that's what I would have been doing most
times, but... before that, I had a choice to say 'yes' or 'no', so I thought that I was in control what to do with my time, where with lockdown not so much, because I was restricted.
However, it's been very calming for me; to be able to stand still and to appreciate the little things about me, how far I've come, and just overlooking life."
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Foreword

by Maggie Collier, Trustee
I have been part of Drive Forward for the last 10 years, through early
fundraising initiatives with the founders, as one of the first corporate partners
bringing care-experienced young people into my business, and for the last few
years as a trustee.
There have been many changes over the course of that ten years but what has
remained constant is the wonderful community of people Drive Forward
brings together. This community includes our Drive Forward team, all the
care-experienced young people involved with the charity, the individuals who
make up the policy forum, our corporate partners, our funders, and many
others who have supported us over the years. It is a community united by
passion for the cause and dedication to making positive change happen for
care-experienced young people.
I had wanted to write a celebratory message at our ten-year point and there
has been much to celebrate. Although the pandemic has presented huge
challenges for Drive Forward and those it supports the work has continued
and the Drive Forward community has risen to those challenges.
We are hugely grateful to all those who have stood alongside us through
this difficult year and allowed the Drive Forward story for 2020 to be a
story of resilience and achievement.
Sadly, we enter the new year with very heavy hearts following the death of
Martha Wansbrough - our inspirational founder and dear friend. Martha sat
at the very heart of the Drive Forward community leading the organisation,
fighting against injustice and caring for those around her. The whole Drive
Forward community will miss her deeply and we go into 2021 with a
commitment to ensure that the work goes on and that Drive Forward continues
to lead the way in supporting care-experienced young people. Martha would
tell us to look forward not back and that is exactly what the talented team at
Drive Forward are doing with great plans for the year ahead. As a board
of trustees, we will be there to support them on this next stage of the Drive
Forward journey.

“I founded Drive Forward ten years ago with a clear mission:
to help young care leavers with no professional or social
networks to launch their career. A decade later, I’m proud to
say we’ve achieved exactly that. Our corporate partners have
been instrumental in our success, providing young people with
invaluable career advice and opportunities, fostering a sense of
ambition and harnessing their remarkable talents. Young people
who have been in care often tell us that decisions were made
about them, not with them. Putting them in the driving seat is at
the heart of Drive Forward, and helping them launch their careers
is an important first step to true independence. I can’t wait to see
what we achieve together over the next ten years!”

Martha Wansbrough
Founder of Drive Forward Foundation
(June 1961 – January 2021)
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A message from our Board
In their deep and honest commitment to
enable our charity to carry on Martha’s work
and fulfil our mission, our Board of Trustees
has appointed Anton Babey to the post of
Chief Executive.
Having joined Drive Forward as the
Operations Director in 2014, Anton has a
wealth of experience working with us as well
as in other charity and private sector roles.
Our board and team are confident that Drive
Forward will go from strength to strength
under his leadership.

“I can remember the first day I met Martha. It was in Fleet Street for
a coffee and to talk about her vision for the charity going forward.
She spoke with such passion that I wanted to join immediately, I was
struck by her urgency to succeed and knew from that moment that we
would achieve the successes she had in mind.
It has been such a privilege to work alongside her for over 6 years, time
which has passed so quickly, there has never been time to let the grass
grow under our feet as she always wanted to improve.
What she has built at Drive Forward over the past ten years is really
incredible. The number of young people who have had their lives
transformed by her vision is a resounding testament to her commitment.
I am so grateful to have been part of this incredible journey and I know
in my heart that we will all work tirelessly to continue her legacy.”

Anton Babey,
CEO of Drive Forward Foundation
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Our impact in 2020
The pandemic has put enormous strains on the UK’s
job market with those aged 16-24 being hit the
hardest. By the summer, the youth unemployment
rate had spiked at over 14.5%, an all-time high
since the 1980s in Britain.
At Drive Forward, we began seeing the impact of lockdown almost immediately. About one third
of young people previously supported into employment found themselves without a job. Others
had their prospective jobs and internships cancelled; some individuals got furloughed; and further
education and training became hugely disrupted. The uncertainty of the situation, social isolation
and increased loneliness lead to a stark rise in anxiety and a higher risk of more severe mental
health issues.
This increase of basic needs from food, to shelter, to company, as well as the adjustment to virtual
delivery and an increasingly challenging job market, meant that our Employment Consultants had to
adapt their approach; supporting individuals with Universal Credit claims, ensuring secure housing,
setting up a supportive network around each young person.
Thanks to an influx of skilled volunteers and the commitment of our corporate partners, we were soon
able to continue offering young people a variety of opportunities to keep learning, upskill themselves
and motivate each other; from virtual work placements, to career and industry insight, personal and
professional skills development.
Our statistics paint a clear picture, showing that the combination of an extremely dedicated team,
loyal partners, and incredibly resilient and driven young people, yielded success. Overall, 45% of
those working with Drive Forward throughout 2020 successfully moved into employment, education,
and training. Moreover, 70% of those gaining employment were able to sustain their jobs for three
months or more.

Our Employment Consultants worked
with 400 young people aged 16-26
The Early Intervention
team worked with
another 100 participants
aged 13-16

The Drive Forward
Policy Forum grew
to 60 members
nationwide

217 young people
joined Drive forward
for the first time
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34

72

young people started
an apprenticeship

young people started
a work placement
or an internship

young people gained
full-time employment

30

35

young people started
part-time or flexible jobs

young people moved
into further education
or training
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Our team

Heaven Teshome
Employment Consultant

Felix Fry
Employment Consultant

Rachel Neuer
Employment Consultant

Nicholl Hardwick
Employment Consultant

Justin Sesay
Employment Consultant

Francis Taylor
Breakthrough Youth
Programme Manager

Claudia Roehlen
Breakthrough Wellbeing
and Career Development
Manager

Dainon Gorman
Breakthrough Specialist
Youth Worker

Stacey-Leigh Dolan
Compass Youth
Programme Manager

Juno R. Schwarz
Director of Fundraising
& Communications
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Our trustees

Miranda Reilly
Director of Strategic
Partnerships

Lucy Elamad
Head of Corporate
Engagement

Megan Davies
Head of Political
Engagement

Tracy Lee
Chair

Clive Pitts
Treasurer

Nina Dei
Head of Mentoring

Jordan Morgan

Marie Broad

Maggie Collier
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A year in review
by Maya Barach

Throughout 2020, Maya Barach has
shared her personal experiences of the
pandemic, the restrictions, and their impact
on the life. In her column ‘In Lockdown with
Maya’, she allows the reader a glimpse
into the world of a 21-year-old Londoner
eager to use that time for personal and
professional growth.

How to conclude 2020? The year has been anything but comfortable and nice. The range of
emotions experienced has been scarily eye opening. Getting through everything without knowing
what is to come next has definitely been a character building, perspective breaking and dream
shaking experience.Personally, I have had to come to terms with a lot of stuff; most of it being things
I’d prefer to have avoided or not processed at all. If I have mastered anything over the past year it
has been gratitude. Expressing, evaluating and equally receiving.
At the beginning of the year, I was still in full swing of my Humanities course and hadn’t really a
clue as to what I was actually doing. I had some ideas about what I wanted to do next but nothing
concrete. Gradually, from what were rough plans for maybe next year or the year after shifted to
being more rounded and established plans with a month-to-month structure. As time went by, I’ve
slowly begun to visualise a reality I’ve grown fond of in my brain. Despite the fact almost nothing
makes sense currently, a lot of puzzles have pieced together.
Over the course of 2020 I got a few things done. I finished that qualification, planted the seeds
to my business, enrolled in a TEFL course, secured a role within the civil service and continued to
write blogs for Drive Forward. Although I’ve definitely felt the negative impact of restrictions and
lockdown, I’ve learnt that things can still happen, if you make them happen.
One thing I have actively cut out is moping around and watching others, especially with all the
time spent being confined in the house. This is a practice I have worked hard on removing and can
surely see the benefits of doing so. There’s been too much time I’ve spent in the past focusing on
bad energy and people who are no good for me. I’m sure we’ve all been there but I am glad to say
that’s no longer a part of my behaviour. Although it does take some unwinding and reconstructing it’s
worth every minute, the peace that comes with it is beautiful.
Overall, if you’re reading this, I want you to know I am proud of you. Whether we’ve crossed paths
or you’ve somehow found yourself reading my work in the shadows, well done.
2020 has been a storm for the most of it but look at that self-evolution and growth you’ve achieved.
And sure, you might’ve visited some very dark places and considered all sorts of things but you are
here and so am I. That is our hugest achievement of the past year, so let’s recognise that. We are
about to encounter a lot more changes and shifts ahead of us so let’s aim to steer them for the better.
Even if you feel like you have low impact on what’s happening around us, you’d be surprised by
how far a genuine gesture or hand of support can go.
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From Care into
the Civil Service
Over the past few years, the Civil Service
Care Leaver Internship scheme has gone
from strength to strength.
A lot has happened since two of our young people started their first work
placements with the civil service in 2016, and only four years down the line
more than 500 internship opportunities across almost 20 government
departments were offered to care-experienced young people all over the country.
Our team is very proud that 50 young people have been successful with their
applications in 2020 and will go on to join multiple government departments
like the Department for Work and Pensions, the Department for Education,
the Department for Culture, Media, and Sport, the Foreign & Commonwealth
or HM Revenue & Customs.
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Modupe – never give up
Thinking back to your early 20s, did you know
what you wanted to do with your life? For young
people coming out of care, the years between their
18th and 25th birthday are pivotal. Before their
local authority closes their case forever, these young
people have to make sure that they are financially,
emotionally, and practically stable. That means
having a secure place to live, sufficient income,
and a support network. However, actually making
those decisions that will impact one’s life in the
long-term is not an easy task.
At 23 years old, Modupe had important questions on her mind, “I didn’t know whether I wanted to go
to university, or whether I just wanted to get a job and build a career through that.” Our Employment
Consultants are very familiar with this dilemma and are eager to support young people identify their
life and career goals. Through our network of corporate partners, they can gain exposure to different
industries, build experience, and develop a better idea of what is important to them.
Employment Consultant Felix met Modupe at Camden’s 16+ services in 2018. With financial
stability, learning opportunities, and progression routes being very important to her, Modupe was
soon motivated to apply for the Civil Service Care Leaver Scheme. Set up by the Department for
Education and Drive Forward Foundation in 2016, the programme now offers exclusive internship
opportunities for care leavers across the UK.
That year, our team worked with c30 young people motivated to compete for one of the prestigious
internships; only 12 of them would succeed.
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“I had a lot of support from Felix,” Modupe remembers.
From compiling a comprehensive CV, to brainstorming examples
for the application, to interview prep, Felix was there every
step of the way. “On the day of my interview, he called me…
he knew that I had to get shoes… I was going to go to Oxford
Street, but Felix said ‘You’ve only got two hours. I’ll google a
shoe shop that’s closer to you.’ I got my shoes, but didn’t take
his advice to go straight to the interview. Instead, I went back
home. I ended up getting to my interview 20 minutes late.”

With her confidence knocked back significantly, Modupe did not get the internship that year.
“I was really disappointed afterwards,” she recalls. Felix was quick to put her forward for
another opportunity, but Modupe did not make it past the interview. Rejection, failure, and
disappointment are all part of life. However, we are all able to learn from our mistakes.
In 2019, the number of opportunities on the Civil service Care Leaver Scheme had almost doubled.
“This time, I made sure that I was like 40 minutes early for my interview,” Modupe recalls.
Drive Forward had set up CV clinics, application workshops, and got support from previously
successful candidates and civil service professionals happy to share their experience and advice.
Including Modupe, an amazing 33 Drive Forward applicants gained a placement.
Due to the pandemic, Modupe couldn’t start her new job immediately. “I joined NHSX in July this
year. [It] is a pretty new department... there to help with the digital transformation of the NHS.”
Modupe started out in user research before moving into delivery management. “One of the projects
that I was involved in was the Covid-19 vaccinations… we went to speak to care home managers to
find out whether there were any concerns about their staff getting the vaccine.”

“What’s good about the
civil service is that they
offer lots of learning…
if you would like to go
to uni to learn a specific
subject that’s related to
your work, they will
support you with that.”
– Modupe

Starting a new job and integrating into a new team is a process that
requires time and sensitivity. Doing so in 2020, from behind our
screens, is a real challenge. “Working remotely is something that I
definitely struggled with,” Modupe remembers. “I live by myself as well,
so I felt like it was quite lonely.” The pandemic has increased feelings
of loneliness in young people. Even prior to Coronavirus, research
by charity Coram Voice found that nearly a quarter of care leavers
reported feeling lonely most or all of the time. Lucky for Modupe, she
had a supportive line-manager. “We made sure that we blocked out all
my lunch breaks… I was able to make plans with friends and family to
meet face-to-face, socially distanced, of course.”
Now aged 25, Modupe is now leaving social services care for good.
“[T]echnically, my Personal Advisor could close my case if she wanted
to,” she says, “they’re waiting for me to accept a flat.” Modupe is
aware that she is probably the exception to the rule, “I know loads of
young people whose case got closed before they moved to their council
flat. Their journeys went very differently... with less support comes lots of
added stress.”
Looking into the future Modupe feels like she has found a place with
enough room to grow and progress. “This is my first role in government
and there’s so many different roles and areas from policy to digital
transformation... over the next year, I want to get comfortable within
one specific role and then just grow from there.”
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Superdrug – a strong partnership
by Brian Rackham, People and Programme Manager at Superdrug
In January 2020, Superdrug became an
official partner of Drive Forward, and provided
placement opportunities in key roles across
head office and pharmacy.
2019 saw the start of this rewarding partnership. We kicked off by attending a couple of ‘Interview
Prep & Pizza’ events with members of Superdrug’s Access All Areas social mobility network, which
was a fantastic introduction to the initiative.
During the Summer of 2019 we were delighted to offer five 8-week paid placements to talented
care leavers, via Drive Forward, in our Croydon head office and one of our pharmacy stores.
Andre, Mercedez, Carla, Tanisha and Pedrena seized the opportunity and took up roles within five
different teams. They also benefited from attending short courses and an employability day to boost
their career prospects. Our line managers were provided with excellent training by Drive Forward
before the placements began, enabling us to offer their young people full support and integration
within the business.
We are delighted to have welcomed several of our Drive Forward applicants back! Carla returned
as a valued temp, and Andre accepted a full-time tole as part of our Robotic Automation Project
after he completed his degree.
As for many of us worldwide, 2020 looked a little different thanks to Covid-19. Whilst our
placement programme was based remotely, we were committed to ensuring that the important
connections and skills that it provides weren’t lost.
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The first thing we did was enable our team members to be in contact with a young person from
Drive Forward remotely. Next, Brian, our People and Programme Manager, shared his Excel skills
with 17 care leavers via virtual training sessions. Our Senior People Manager, Caroline, even used
her birthday as a fund-raiser for Drive Forward, asking friends and family to donate instead of
buying a gift!
Looking towards the future, we plan to recruit young people into our business later this year, through
the government’s Kickstart programme. We’d like Drive Forward to be at the heart of this, to ensure
as many young people as possible from their organisation can access this scheme. Other plans
include practical work experience for Drive Forward’s young people at our Covid-secure head
office. The global pandemic has had a powerful negative impact on work prospects, so we are
committed to broadening and expanding our programme of support moving into 2021.

Lucy Denny – Talent Acquisition Advisor:
My fondest memory of working with Drive Forward was attending one of their
Pizza and Prep nights – I saw the direct impact I had from being able to coach
and guide a young person, through to giving them tips on how to perform in an
interview situation. All of the young people were super-passionate and grateful,
it was truly rewarding!
Brian Rackham – People & Programme Manager:
So many highlights so far! Seeing Andre become a full-time IT genius within our
business is hard to beat. Overall, working with Lucy & the team at Drive Forward
has been a fantastic experience for myself and long may we continue to support
young people into work.

Andre – making the most
of every opportunity
Andre always wanted to go into IT.
“Programming is to provide solutions
to the whole world,” says the now 24-year old,
“and simplifying everything.” When he first
joined Drive Forward in 2017, Andre had
already been accepted to study Cyber Security
at the University of Westminster. What he
was missing, and what he wanted,
was relevant work experience.

“I had previously worked at Co-op,
but was lacking experience in other
professional and office environments.”

“It didn’t take much to make Andre stand out. He has
always been very mature and comes across as loyal
and reliable. Employers can see that,” says Andre’s
Employment Consultant Rachel. After a couple of
training and 1-2-1 sessions, Rachel encouraged
Andre to apply for an internship with our corporate
partners American Express. During this placement,
he would learn about the ins and outs of the
company’s anti-fraud department; analysing
fraudulent behaviour and advising clients.
Throughout his time at American Express, Andre
continued engaging with Drive Forward. He got
involved with our care-experienced Ambassadors
group, regularly updated and improved his CV and
interview skills, and began working with one of our
professional mentors; all whilst pursuing his
university degree.
In 2018, he applied for a paid summer internship
with our partner Legg Mason, a global asset
management company. During his time in their IT
department, Andre was part of a team that was
developing a new app, which really spiked his
interest and curiosity.
“This was an amazing experience and I feel
prepared to go into the ‘real world’ of work now,
my confidence has really improved.”
Andre continued to explore his options with Drive
Forward; attending various events and skills

building training sessions. He began to learn what
would make him more marketable in a competitive
but growing sector. The following summer, our
partner Superdrug offered a number of ring-fenced
opportunities for care-experienced young people at
their Head Offices in Croydon. Andre didn’t know
too much about the world of Superdrug, so it wouldn’t
have been something he would immediately have
considered “When I thought of Superdrug in the past,
I thought it was just about cosmetics,” he remembers,
“now I know that it’s about people, about technology,
and how to build a very good brand.”
Following a summer-long placement within
Superdrug’s IT department, Andre was offered
a part-time role to support his personal and
professional growth, and finances, throughout the
final year of his degree.
Motivated and eager to progress, Andre kept on
exploring different graduate schemes, participated
in assessment centre bootcamps, and stayed in touch
with his Employment Consultant. Fate, however, had
other plans for the now 24-year-old. He had made
such a positive impression and contributed so much
to the team at Superdrug, that they decided to offer
Andre a fulltime position as a web developer. Andre
happily accepted and was able to continue working
from home, growing, and building his career
throughout the pandemic.
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Esmee Fairbairn
Funder, partner, employer.

The Esmee Fairbairn Foundation isn’t just
one of the UK’s largest independent funders,
but also one of our oldest supporters. When
Drive Forward started operating in London
in 2010, it was Esmee who recognised the
importance of this work and granted funds
to further its mission.
Fast forward to 2016 when Esmee began focusing on supporting young people
leaving care, this further cemented the relationship with Drive Forward; providing
financial support as well as a platform for organisations from across the UK to learn
from each other’s experiences, drive innovation, and ultimately improve the lives of
more young people.
As a national player and role model for best practice, Esmee are eager to diversify
their team’s skills and experiences across the board, a process which we at Drive
Forward are very happy to support.
Our Director of Strategic Partnerships, Miranda Reilly, spoke to James Wrogg, COO,
and Meron Haile, Resources Team Administrator, about their experience of working
with us, about remote working, and maintaining a healthy team during the pandemic.
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James, when the role for a Resource
Team Administrator came up at Esmee,
what made you decide to recruit via
Drive Forward?
James: We recognised, that if we were going
to have the kind of impact we want as an
organisation, we need a really broad range of skills
and experience, including lived experience.
We wanted to look for opportunities where we
could develop the skillset and the experience of our
staff team.
Also, increasingly we were interested into how
we could use all our resources as a foundation.
Drive Forward seemed like a really good
opportunity to help develop the team. And we have
a particular focus on care leavers, so it seemed to
work quite well in terms of delivering on our goals
and their goals.

Meron, firstly, what made you
apply for the role? And secondly,
what was the process like for you?
Meron: I was still at uni doing an MA in
Human Resource Management, and I was still
with American Express (another partner of Drive
Forward). I was looking for more HR related roles
and kept coming to Drive Forward for CV and
cover letter advice. That’s when I heard about
this opportunity with Esmee and decided to leave
American Express, which was more customer
service focused.
You mentioned American Express.
What were you doing there at the time?
Meron: I was a fraud analyst, looking at whether
declined transactions from customers were
fraudulent or in fact legitimate transactions.

After having decided to recruit through
Drive Forward, what was that process
like? Was it very different from your usual
recruitment processes and how so?

Now that you’ve started at Esmee, have
there been any opportunities so far to
bring your personal experiences, your
experience of care to the team?

James: So, we talked to Drive Forward about
this, and the guidance was that while we should
recognise that there might be differences, it should
still look and feel like an application process for
a job. And Meron is doing a real job. if Meron
wasn’t doing it somebody else would be doing it.
So, in that sense, it needed to be a proper selection
process. We tried to recognise the different
levels of experiences candidates would have,
from the workplace, but also from a number of
other areas. We had a panel which included
people with care experience themselves.

Meron: At the moment I’m actually working on
Care Leavers Week (at the end of October) ...
so, I’ve been given a project to create a leaflet...
talking to different grantees to find out if they have
any programmes for young people that we can
promote for them.

It probably took a bit longer than it normally would.
We tried to make the process right for the role and
the variety of experiences. It was still a proper and
full assessment and recruitment process.

James: What was great about Meron is that
she had experience which was relevant, but I

James, what made Meron stand out in
terms of selecting her to join your team?
And, obviously, it’s a strange time to have
somebody new joining your team, so how
has that been for you?

think we’re also strong believers in hiring attitude.
It seemed that Meron had a great attitude and
enthusiasm for what the challenges were, and also a
strong match with the foundation’s values.
So, I think you have to be realistic about the degree
of experience people can have, otherwise you end
up always employing a certain type of person.
So, there was a mixture of experience and skills,
but also the kind of attitude and a match with the
foundation’s values, and a kind of ambition for what
the role might be.
And since Meron joined the team,
how has that been?
James: The feedback has been exceptionally good.
It has been a very challenging time. Meron was
only with us for three weeks before we went into
lockdown and I think, if it hadn’t been for these three
weeks, it would have been even more difficult.
But either way, we all had to find a new way of
working and it presented opportunities as well
as challenges. We’re quite a people-focused
environment and there’s lots of joint working, lots
of talking to people and meeting people.
So, when you take away that office it changes it,
but it doesn’t remove it completely, it kind of changes
the nature of it.
Meron: You’re right James. I think that when the
lockdown started it was difficult for everyone. For
myself, it was kind of stressful because I didn’t know
what to do. Do I need to stay on the computer all
day? After a few days it was made clear that we
don’t have to do that... I don’t have to pretend and
stay on the computer. That has made my life easier.
But after a while I started getting different projects
and mini-projects from different people and that
made it simpler for me and I started learning
different things.

What about getting to know the
team? What was that like when
working remotely?
Meron: Obviously, I got to work in the office for
three weeks, so, I had already met everyone.
James: At Esmee, we invest quite heavily in
the induction process. Over the first two weeks,
somebody from every department sits down with the
new team member for 30 minutes, just for a coffee
and a chat about what they do and what happens
in their team. And I think one of the things to raise in
here is about how much people want to share about
their background and about their experiences, I think
that addresses that in some way.
We’ve also had three starters during the lockdown
period and there was a significant difference in
their experience as compared to meeting people in
person. The relationships are, unfortunately, more
transactional online, whereas if you know people,
there’s at least a more human side to it and you
can kind of have a little bit more humour with them,
perhaps because you know where they’re coming
from a little bit more.
It looks like Esmee has a similar kind
of family working environment to Drive
Forward. What have you done to maintain
those connections during lockdown?
Meron: There are regular check ins from James,
and we have the first five minutes of team meetings
to talk about personal stuff, what movies we’re
watching and what games we play etc.
James: We have a kind of all team meeting on
a Monday morning, and we have some of the
structured things, but they feel slightly like me reading
through a list of stuff and people nodding... I’m
slightly cautious about organisationally, organised
kind of fun... maybe it’s not always as much fun

as that. So, I try to put things in place and I think
encourage people in pairs to keep in touch.
We tried to do some things and check in on people
but I think it’s difficult because people are in very
different places, from people who are actually saving
on the commute and being at home and doing their
job has been great, to people who are living on
their own and are stuck in flats and whatever. So, it’s
about focusing on people looking after themselves
and each other as much as doing the job, that
probably means that the job gets done better than
the reverse.
Meron: I just remembered that we also had like art
clubs and games as well. I think we did like lots of
different things.
James, if there was another role at Esmee
available now, would you recruit through
Drive Forward again?
James: Yes, I think so. I think that might be a
conversation that we will have next year, because
we’re interested in how we further diversify the
team... It’s a very practical way of getting great
candidates with a range of lived experience.
Meron, what would you say to other
employers who come to Drive Forward to
recruit for new roles?
Meron: I think it’s to understand where the young
people come from and make them feel comfortable.
Sometimes when you’re really scared and you don’t
really have that confidence, you’re not able to put in
as much effort as you normally would.
Encourage them to ask questions. Sometimes when
I talk to the Directors, they encourage me to ask
when I don’t understand something, they make me
feel comfortable to ask questions, which enables me
to do a better job.

You know, coming from being in care, sometimes
you don’t feel like you belong in this kind of
environment. So, I think it’s good if employers are
encouraging young people and try to understand
where they really come from.
James, what would you advise a new
Drive Forward employer?
James: We give all new staff a buddy on the team.
That’s somebody else from their line-manager. I think,
particularly for these roles, it might be worth for
employers to really think about who that buddy is...
We also spoke about providing training from Drive
Forward for the staff, maybe more so for the buddy
and their line manager.
Meron: My buddy, Terisa, is almost like family. She
is the person that checks up on me and she is the first
person that I’d ask a question.
James, you mentioned some good news
that you wanted to share with us today.
What is it?
James: Meron is going to stay with us and become
a permanent member of the team. In particular,
we’re going to build in more formal HR support and
oversight as part of Meron’s role, in line with her
degree and to help her develop those skills and bring
something to Esmee. There’s a whole range of other
stuff that she’s been doing and some other areas that
she can get involved in.
Meron, how are you feeling about the new
role?
Meron: I am very excited. I feel so comfortable and
everyone is nice, I like the job that I’m doing and I
believe that I can progress within it... I’m very grateful
and I’m happy.
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Lloyds Banking Group sparkling with enthusiasm
Lloyds has partnered with Drive Forward
for a number of years, offering work
experience and Aim Higher Days which
enable young care leavers to learn about
careers within the banking sector.
Sadly, the Covid-19 pandemic meant
that face to face activities had to be put
on hold. Undeterred, the Lloyds Fraud
and Auth team came up with new ways
to support the charity. These included
creating a music video to boost morale
and even a sponsored head shave!

Alan Cripps, Product Owner & Lab
Engineering Lead, Fraud & Authentication
Lab - ‘so many bald heads’
Unfortunately, our plans to increase our officebased work experience programme were put on
hold due to the pandemic, so we had to look at
new ways of supporting young people. We’re
now focusing on virtual coaching sessions as
well as holding extra fundraising events for Drive
Forward. The sponsored head shave stands out
in particular because it not only not raised much
needed funds for the charity, it also boosted team
morale – especially with so many bald heads at
the end!
I continue to be very aware of the negative impact
the pandemic must have on people who use Drive
Forward’s services. This is why we will do all we
can to support them. For me, our relationship grows
from strength to strength and I am proud of our longterm relationship with this incredible charity.
Anna Edeleanu, Software Engineer ‘the best music video ever created’
We came up with the idea of creating a music video
to increase awareness of the amazing work Drive
Forward does, as well as raising funds. It was a
fun project to be involved in, we sang along to a
Tina Turner classic and there was lots of laughter
and positive energy. Lucy from Drive Forward
kept us motivated and gave us some fantastic
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input. She created a wonderfully powerful video
that highlighted the difficult circumstances many
disadvantaged young people find themselves in.
To build suspense ahead of the release of ‘the best
music video ever created’, we did a countdown
for a week with snippets of information about the
work Drive Forward does. We heard from a young
person who benefitted from the counselling services
we helped to fund; we also saw a video chat with
a fantastically successful woman who’s started
her own business while receiving support from
Drive Forward. I’m delighted to say that our video
raised almost £500 and it was sent far and wide,
increasing awareness of Drive Forward’s mission to
help young care leavers.
We also held other fundraising events such as a
squash tournament and bake sales, but none of
it compared to the Quarantine Hair Challenge!
We asked colleagues to set a ‘price’ for their hair,
once the target was reached, they had to take the
plunge. Luckily this was during the lockdown so
people weren’t too embarrassed to go bald for
a good cause! Lots of the team got involved and
ended up raising over £4000!
We are currently working on virtual courses
we can offer to young people, on a variety of
different skills. Hoping to contribute to the ongoing
development of young people during this pandemic
that DFF is … well, driving!

Peter Damaa, Software Engineer
I appreciated Drive Forward coming in and
presenting at one of our monthly Lab meetings
before lockdown. The young woman who managed
to get herself educated despite difficult fostering
circumstances was inspiring. I have to say it was a
pleasure to get involved in the sponsored running at
the beginning of lockdown, supporting those who
had their heads shaved (I couldn’t partake in that
one personally) and being part of the greatest music
video. Keep up the good work.
Emilie Rashid, Product Owner
I’ve learned a lot about people and how everyone’s
situation is different. The work that we do with
Drive Forward really opened my eyes and made
me realise the difference we can make... not only
as an organisation but also us as individuals...
I’ve loved taking part in the work placements and
really getting to know the young people. Just to
know that sparing a little of my time can make such
a difference to someone else. I will continue to be
involved and I would definitely recommend others to
do the same if they haven’t yet.
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Tideway – four years
of making a difference
by Georgia Boyd, Tideway Corporate Responsibility Lead

Our partnership with Drive Forward
began in 2017, and working with
their friendly, passionate team has
been extremely rewarding.

The first event we supported was the ‘This Is Me’ photo and
audio exhibition, which was a fantastic way for our staff to
engage with the charity and learn more about some of the
care leavers we would be helping. We held the exhibition
in our offices at London Bridge and it was eventually
displayed in the prestigious Saatchi Gallery, which was a
great way to raise awareness of the excellent work Drive
Forward do.
Some of our most memorable highlights include our Aim
Higher Days for groups of care leavers. “It has been great
to work with Drive Forward’s young talents, they show
enthusiasm and determination to learn more about our
engineering sector,” said Michelle Ansah, our Education
Programme Manager.
A young woman, Carla, was so inspired by one of our
Aim Higher Days she applied for work experience and
was successfully placed at our site in Fulham. Carla later
spoke about her journey into engineering at a Drive
Forward partner breakfast, sharing how the site team
made her feel welcome and gave her direct experience
with engineering roles. They also helped her to overcome
challenges such as not having all of the required maths and
physics qualifications. Undeterred and determined, she
went on to pursue her next steps into civil engineering via a
university degree.
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This year brought new challenges. As we all adapted
to life under lockdown, it was clear that the pandemic
was affecting young people as well as old. Our strong
relationship with the Drive Forward team meant it was
easy to explore ways that we could provide any support
needed. We were delighted to offer a substantial grant to
their emergency appeal, enabling young people without
work or living on a reduced income to pay for essentials
and bills.
Our ‘Make a Difference’ five-week campaign, which raised
over £20k, was able to provide additional support. During
the campaign, staff volunteered their time, made donations
and took part in fundraising challenges – such as the
‘Tunnel Challenge’ where teams and individuals attempted
to do as many lengths of our 25km tunnel through walking,
running, cycling, or even on a stand-up paddling! The
campaign was a success achieving the goals we set out
to, with the added bonus of raising morale and most
importantly raising more funds to support Drive Forward’s
young people.
Drive Forward plays a vital role in transforming the
lives of young people who are often overlooked. That
positive impact can be enhanced further by the support
and investment of organisations and corporates. I’ve met
some truly inspirational care leavers, and managing our
partnership with this amazing charity continues to be a
real pleasure.

Early Intervention
Programmes

REALISE YOUR FULL POTENTIAL

In 2019, Drive Forward Foundation embarked on
an exciting journey, introducing two bespoke early
intervention programmes engaging children and
teenagers aged 13-17 who are still in care.
Offering a range of activities as well as 1-2-1
coaching, Compass and Breakthrough were
developed specifically to provide additional
support, skills and development opportunities
to aid individual’s transition from secondary
education into the next phase of their lives; from
further education, to training, to (semi-)independent
living and a career of their own. With the needs,
interests and circumstances of the children and
young people in mind, the programmes were
designed to offer consistent engagement and
support to participants over a period of three
years, enabling them to continuously build their
skills and knowledge base over time, whilst

fostering the development of positive peer-to-peer
relationships and the creation of cohesive and
supportive networks of peers as well
as professionals.
Both programmes are further supported by our
Corporate Engagement team, offering access
to the Drive Forward corporate partner network.
Over the past year, programme participants had
the opportunity to gain insights into a variety of
industries and learn from professionals including
the MET Police, Salesforce, West End musical actors
and dancers, the Crown Prosecution Service and
Apple Music.
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Compass – Navigating your own way
The Compass programme
began working with some
35 year nine pupils in
October 2019. Focusing on
personal growth, tangible skills
development, and community
building, the programme sets
out to prepare participants to
effectively tackle the various
challenges ahead of them;

Designed for a three-year delivery,
Compass has developed a MAD-model approach:

M
Motivation - The key theme of
year one. Participants focus on
personal development, problemsolving and an understanding of
self to enable them to deploy their
passions, values and strengths in
pursuit of their aspirations.

from staying in and moving on from secondary education,
to managing difficult relationships with foster carers, birth
families, or teachers, to fostering individual’s practical
knowledge and building independent living skills.
In line with Drive Forward’s overall mission, Compass is
committed to encourage participants to aspire further than
they can currently see. Exposure to a range of different
professionals, career paths, opportunities, and experiences,
opens up their field of vision and changes their perception of
what is attainable, and how they can put themselves onto a
path to succeed with their personal goals.
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A
Action - The key theme of
year two. Participants focus
on education, career, identification
of transferable skills and the
cultivation of a sense of community.

D
Develop - In the final year,
participants focus on the
development of their ideas,
aspirations and understanding
of their pathway from education
to adulthood. Compass will draw
upon DFF corporate partnerships
to provide volunteering and career
tasters enabling them to leave care
successfully and happily.

“I think Compass is so unique and incredibly different to any other youth provision I
have been with. I really like that your work is focused around us and what our needs
and passions are... I’ve enjoyed every single part of Compass and I can’t wait to explore
more career options with you and get ready for fun trips out when Covid goes away”
Compass participant, 14

so interesting was because I really enjoy writing
poems in my free time. It was also set in a barn

Hezekiah March
AGE -14

Keiana

on a farm which was also amazing because I

AGE -14

It was much better than sitting at home playing on

love animals. I spent the entire day eating pizza,
playing with the animals and writing my poem.
my computer and I’m sure lots of the other people
really enjoyed that day too.
I really love Compass because a lot of the stuff we
do I would never have a chance to do normally.
For example going to Thorpe Park and although

“Compass is a great group for children and
young adults, all who are in care. The group
helps us to get away from home and our issues.
We have fun and co-operate with the other
people in group work tasks, and the staff at
Compass also support us with any problems at
home or in school.”
I personally have had a lot of fun with Compass
because they have given me a lot of great
opportunities and it’s really good for kids that
struggle to make friends. There are so many
activities that help bring everyone together.
Like last year, we were able to go to Thorpe
Park, which is a theme park and I absolutely
hate roller coasters. But after seeing everyone
else scared or not 100% sure about the ride
just made me want to do it and it’s like as
long as you have people supporting you, you
can always try and have a go, and most of
the time we can overcome our fears. I know
I’m really not a fan of rollercoasters but I
ended up going on ‘Swarm’ which is one of
the biggest rides there and it’s like after you
have achieved something once, you are able
to do it again and again. I kept on going on
‘Swarm’ because it was so much fun and I
was with my new friends on the ride. Still, I
would love that if there is another group trip

it should be at Chessington Resort because
I believe that Chessington is a great theme
park for beginners.

Compass is a great club that I love to go to.
The staff are really nice and friendly and you
can talk to them about anything. They always

I’ve been there before, it is really expensive and
many of the children that attend probably wouldn’t
have had the chance to do that.

want to help you with any problems you have

I want to say that the staff on Compass are
incredibly nice and really respectful when
they talk to us, they believe in us and value
our opinions, they listen to us. I will be honest,
I personally thought that the programme was
going to be very boring and it was for children
that needed lots of special support. That was
never me, but I have gained lots of friends from
Compass and I now have the confidence to
make friends and talk to girls without stuttering.
I’ve seen in the group that lots of people on
Compass have the confidence to talk about their
care background and I think that we should
all listen to this and be supportive. I remember
one of the adults expressing how they grew up
and their background, family and their struggle
and it just shows how close people get with
one another If staff have the confidence to talk

I really look forward to Compass sessions because

and they make you feel very safe!”

not only do we do something amazing every time,

about their own family to us young adults then
it shows a lot of trust and I love being trusted
because it just proves that if there is a problem
you have loads of people to go to and you’re
not alone and this is why I think Compass is
really great.

every career talk I always knew that Stacey and

All in all, Compass is amazing as Stacey and

the rest of the team were working very hard to

her team try very hard to let us all have amazing

make sure that there was a career that everyone

opportunities. Stacey is one of the kindest people

was interested in.

I know and I am very privileged to go to such an

When I first joined Compass, Stacey was very
welcoming and even though I’m not normally
good at making friends, I went home that day
knowing everyone in my group. The days out
are always something cool and exciting and
there’s something for everyone.
Although Coronavirus stopped a lot of the
activities this year, Stacey tried really hard to
keep in touch using Zoom. Every Saturday, we
would do something fun like play a game or
have a chat about school. And pretty much every
Thursday a guest speaker would be arranged to
speak about their career or life. This really helped
a lot of us because some of the careers spoken
about are ones that school couldn’t help us with,
for example ski coach. Although I didn’t attend

The first activity that I attended in lockdown was
really interesting. We had 2 guests, one was a

I also get to meet new people that are my age and
that I wouldn’t normally talk to. It makes it so much
easier knowing that we are all in the same position
and nobody is going to judge you because of what
you wear or where you live and normally it’s really
hard to find someone that will accept you like that.
Another day out I really enjoyed was when
we went to The Old Vic theatre and watched
A Christmas Carol. This was so enjoyable because
I love going to the theatre and a lot of people felt
the same way, so we all had something to talk
about. Before we went to the theatre, we had a
workshop with the very same theatre company and
I learned a lot that day. Doing theatre helps me
open up to people and also be a bit silly and have
a bit of a laugh.

awesome club. I am very excited to go to the rest
of the trips going forward.

DJ and the other was a poet. The reason this was
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Breakthrough – Realise your full potential
As a programme,
Breakthrough recognises that
good emotional wellbeing
is fundamental to human
achievement and fulfilment.
Positive psychology has taught
us that the more positive affect
we experience, the higher
our set point of happiness
generally sits.
That is why we ensure we create a timetable of enjoyable
experiences and also teach our participants how to create
positive emotions internally using meditation and re-framing
of thoughts at our personal development seminars –
The Saturday Link Ups.
Understanding our strengths and engaging with them
in meaningful ways has also been proven to increase
wellbeing. Each participant has worked with us to uncover
their hierarchy of character strengths. The first national
lockdown gave our kids a wonderful opportunity to
recognise and reflect on how each of them had used their
strengths during that difficult time. This, in turn, promoted
resilience and future pacing their experience for any further
lockdowns they would have to go through.
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As a programme, Breakthrough recognises that good
emotional wellbeing is fundamental to human achievement
and fulfilment. Positive psychology has taught us that the
more positive affect we experience, the higher our set
point of happiness generally sits. That is why we ensure we
create a timetable of enjoyable experiences and also teach
our participants how to create positive emotions internally
using meditation and re-framing of thoughts at our personal
development seminars – The Saturday Link Ups.
Understanding our strengths and engaging with them in
meaningful ways has also been proven to increase wellbeing.
Each participant has worked with us to uncover their hierarchy
of character strengths. The first national lockdown gave our kids
a wonderful opportunity to recognise and reflect on how each
of them had used their strengths during that difficult time. This,
in turn, promoted resilience and future pacing their experience
for any further lockdowns they would have to go through.
Humans are the most social creatures on the planet and
healthy relationships are good for us. Given the very nature
of being a child in care, its challenges and limitations,
we at Breakthrough felt it important to cultivate a sense of
family throughout the year. Today, our young people report
an increase in their sense of community and refer to the
programme as their ‘breakthrough family’.
Having a sense of meaning and purpose also contributes to
good wellbeing, and that is why we provided opportunities
for our ‘breakthrough family’ to explore ways in which they
may want to contribute to something greater than themselves;
such as the ‘Black Lives Matter’ movement for even more racial
equality in society.

The final piece of our wellbeing puzzle is accomplishment.
We host a goal setting day at the start of each year, alongside
our work around youth leadership where the young people
create a vision for their lives and set time-bound goals to help
them realise that vision. Progress leads to happiness and when
we know what we want and we feel like we are getting closer
to it, that’s when we truly feel alive.
Alongside our work around wellbeing, we have also hosted
and facilitated a series of career insight sessions to open our
participants’ eyes to pathways that they may have not thought
about or felt worthy of previously. We have worked with the
likes of journalists, lawyers, the police, Emirates Airlines,
dancers, Salesforce and the London Screen Academy and
have plenty more in the pipeline. We can only aspire as far
as we can see, so Breakthrough helps children in care to see
further and believe anything is possible.

REALISE YOUR FULL POTENTIAL

Sadaf

AGE -16

“Breakthrough has a way in which
they reach through to the young people
individually which is really rare.”
My experience with Breakthrough has been
deep. I first joined the programme, which I
thought would basically just be career support,
in 2019. A year and a half in, I can say the
journey has been one of real growth for me.
We meet every month for our Link-Ups (slightly
different due to COVID now) in which I have
made good connections and friendships with
young people as well as adults. My 1-2-1
with both Francis and Claudia are probably
my most valued. I am able to talk and reach
out regarding anything, whether it be
something Breakthrough-related or if I need
advice; from anything, to deep family issues,
to silly boys’ advice. I definitely think at my
lowest points, Claudia has played a huge
part in why I have kept going and gotten
through it. She plays the role of a mentor,
careers advisor and my ‘personal therapist’
in one. I always feel listened to and am left
with a clear mind and sense of what exactly it
is I must do.

I also did not expect the programme to be as
meaningful as it is. The effort which is put into
everything makes it feel really special, from
the food, music and games during the Link-Ups
to the reflective blessings (which leave you
deepening your whole life, by the way). Every
aspect of Breakthrough is always made to make
me feel that extra bit cared for. As someone
who does not like it when someone feels sorry
for me, I believe everyone at Breakthrough
has a way in which they reach through to the
young people individually, which is really rare.
My favourite memory so far has been the very
first time we all met ‘Go Ape!’. We still laugh
at how far we have all come and how shy we
seemed at first: I am definitely not shy anymore!
I am grateful for the past year and a half and
look forward to everything that is yet to come!

Rickardo

AGE -16

“When I think about Breakthrough the words
that come in to my head are most often family,
oneness and true support.”
Unlike other youth organisations, Breakthrough

comes to being in foster care or being less able

manages to give their undivided support and

than others. So, instead of a random person

attention to each and every young person they

studying and learning about what it’s like to

work with and they make sure that everyone is

be “different” the staff and team actually know

involved and engaging. Accepting and caring,

and have first-hand experience. Overall, I enjoy

they try to include all the young people in all

Breakthrough and would suggest it to any young

activities. Even if you haven’t been going for a

person who is in need of friends or family or real

while you are still more than welcome to join. I

genuine people who will be there for them when

think that is also something that gives Breakthrough

they need it the most.

their flexibility; you are never forced to go
anywhere or do anything you don’t want to do;
you are given nothing but 100% positive support.

I’m excited to continue my own personal
Breakthrough journey.

The staff and team members are the most
understanding and reliable people in my opinion
because I have something to relate to when it
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Squire Patton Boggs
- improving young peoples’ skills
by Wendy Ramshaw, Inclusion and Diversity Manager
When the COVID-19 pandemic struck, the impact on young people navigating the early stages
of their career was potentially catastrophic. As the Inclusion & Diversity Manager at Squire
Patton Boggs, I knew that this was a real test of our resolve and commitment to inclusivity.
We have partnered with Drive Forward for several years,
and were disappointed that we couldn’t run our exciting
agenda of events with them in 2020 because of the
outbreak. Instead, we created a virtual insights week for
their young people. This was aimed at those not only
interested in law, but also keen to discover what a career
path might look like in a professional services environment.
There are many career opportunities in a law firm
that don’t require a law degree. We have a large HR
and IT function, as well as digital marketing, business
development and facilities management teams.
From the outset, our main focus was to enable young
people to have a virtual experience of life in a law firm.
We created a week where participants could rotate
around our departments, learning about what each one
does and completing a related assignment. In order to
foster teamwork, we also introduced a group project
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that culminated in a presentation on the final day which
challenged young people to design the law firm of
the future.
The challenge with any virtual environment is maintaining
energy levels and creating a sense of community. With the
support of Lucy Elamad from Drive Forward, we ended
each day with a debrief, and kept presentations to an
hour. Our learning from the week was that engaging
participants with online tools and chat functions was key,
so we’ll provide additional training on this aspect for our
department representatives.
On the last day, our attention turned to employability skills.
We ran CV and interview workshops as well as mentoring
sessions to create a safe space for the participants to ask
questions and receive invaluable feedback. At the end of the
week, they presented their ideas for the law firm of the future.

It was fascinating to hear their insights, we were incredibly
proud of the way they worked as a team despite the fact that
they didn’t know each other, as well as getting to grips with
online document sharing and presentation platforms.
While 2020 presented us with constant challenges, the
opportunities it has created have been inspiring. Witnessing
the energy and enthusiasm of the young people who joined
our online programmes via Drive Forward has shown us
that virtual initiatives are hugely valuable to participants,
connecting them to the legal world without them physically
being in our offices.
It brought a smile to our faces and enabled us to focus on
our commitments to inclusion and diversity during these
strange times.

Brainlabs
- improving recruitment
by Vicky Rowedder, People Operations Manager
No matter whether you work for the private, the public, or the third sector, the pandemic has
forced all of us to get creative in order to achieve our goals, and for some of us, to simply
survive. For Drive Forward it meant finding realistic, affordable, and effective ways to keep
the young people we support as well our corporate partners engaged. Lucky for us, our
partners have been at the forefront of showing passion, commitment, and driving innovation.
In 2019 Drive Forward forged a partnership with Distilled.
Having recently merged with Brainlabs, their recruitment
team decided to start over and do things differently.

strain the pandemic has put on existing relationships, we still
needed to go further and find ways of changing the way
employers look at recruitment in the long-term.

Brainlabs wanted to break with the tradition of recruiting
from a pool of Russell Group applicants and become
a more inclusive employer championing equal access
to opportunities. Having a positive impact and making
a lasting difference would take many hours of careful
planning, preparation, and organisation. After months
of bouncing off ideas, research, and intense discussions,
we successfully developed two bespoke opportunities for
young people working with Drive Forward.

Once again, our partners at Brainlabs trail blazed ahead,
“We got another opening in our company and we want to
fill it with a Drive forward candidate”. It didn’t take long
until our Head of Corporate Engagement had an idea
blind applications.

Both successful candidates started their placement in
January and are still thriving within the company.
A new way of recruitment?
With the under-25’s seeing the biggest rise in
unemployment, the current economic recession, and the

Blind recruitment isn’t new. In fact, blind hiring has been
around since the 1970’s when the Toronto Symphany
Orchestra put up a screen so that they could only hear
the musicians auditioning. In the business world, a blind
recruitment process means the removal of any personal
identification details from candidates’ resumes and
applications. This way, your hiring team are more likely
to evaluate people on their skills and experience, and
less likely to make biased decisions.

Recruiting, the Drive Forward way
Eager to ensure that we develop a new process whilst
meeting the requirements of our partners, we worked very
closely with the team at Brainlabs to develop a recruitment
strategy that works.
Step 1: Vetting
Based on the specific job description and the nature of the
employer, our Head of Corporate Engagement closely works
with each Employment Consultant to identify the most suitable
candidates to put forward for the opportunity.
Step 2: Initial statement
We then invited 10 individuals to compose a short paragraph
laying out why they’d like to take up this particular opportunity
within this particular company. Using the candidates’ initials
as the sole means of identification, the statements were sent to
the team at Brainlabs. The HR team had no idea of candidates
gender, age, previous experience or educational trajectory.
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Step 3: The telephone interview
From the initial statement, Brainlabs chose 9 individuals
who were invited to a telephone interview. The rules were
clear: don’t ask candidates’ names, specific education,
age or personal background (e.g. where they’re from). The
aim is to gauge whether individuals possess the motivation,
interest, and curiosity needed for the role. What made you
decide to apply for this role? What’s your interest in this
industry? Why would you like to work for Brainlabs?
Step 4: Skills assessment
By now, Brainlabs’ HR team had gained a better idea
of candidates’ personality; they had learned about
the motivations and interest in the role as well as their
company. However, they still didn’t know anything about
individual’s education, personal background, their age
or professional trajectory, and only knew them by
their initials.
Brainlabs still needed to make sure that the successful
candidate also possessed the specific skills needed to
perform the role. A mix between client interaction and
data analytics, the role required an individual to be a
good communicator as well as capable of understanding
and interpreting large amounts of data. In order to confirm
individual’s suitability for the specific role, Brainlabs invited
4 individuals to perform a short Math test.
Step 5: Practical task and interview
Out of 10 initial applicants, 2 people made it through to
the final stage which involved a practical exercise with an
Account Manager followed by some quick interviews with
members of the team the successful candidate would be
part of.
Under usual circumstances, this stage of the process would
have taken place in person revealing the candidates’
identity. Due to the pandemic, however, we were able
to continue a truly blind recruitment process, which
meant no video.
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“I was about to draw up the
contract for the successful
candidate when I noticed that
I still didn’t know their name!
All I had was their initials... I had
to call Lucy [Head of Corporate
Engagement] and ask for their
name, age, and address.”
Vicky Rowedder, People Operations Manager, Brainlabs

Overall, it took about 8 weeks from choosing the 10 applicants
to taking the final decision. Of course, our Employment
Consultants would provide emotional and practical support to
all candidates every step of the way.
How do we know that it was successful? For one, Nahom is
very happy in his new job and eager to dive deeper into the
world of digital marketing.

“Yeah, it’s going really well...
just getting introduced to all
the teams and having basic
seminars this week. Think it’s
going to get more specific
next week but I’m excited...”
Nahom, 22

Secondly, the team at Brainlabs were so astonished by the
smooth running of the process and its overall outcome that
they’ve already committed to rolling it out across all future
entry level roles!

“Working with Brainlabs has
been such a great experience to
roll out an idea, that I feel will be
able to change the recruitment
process for many young people.
Disadvantaged or not, Russel
Educated or not- with this process
and the teams' enthusiasm,
we can make it happen.
A change starts small, and I’m
so pleased to have been part of
the start towards a big movement
in recruitment.”
Lucy Elamad, Head of Corporate Engagement,
Drive Forward Foundation

Forward On
Racial Equality
Forward On Racial Equality (FORE) is a platform for
Drive Forward young people to openly talk about race
and how it impacts on their lives in a safe and judgement
-free space. Whilst sharing their personal experiences,
learning and supporting each other, the group also has
a vital part to play in our organisational efforts to ensure
that we are progressing racial equality within our charity
as well as across our networks.
Approximately 70% of young people joining Drive
Forward are Black, Asian or from minority ethnic
backgrounds. We understand the need for representation
and the option to openly raise concerns and receive
support when it comes to dealing with racism in
various areas of people’s lives.
FORE invites young people from the Drive Forward
community to come together once a month, listen to
what individuals have to say, and support each other.
The group offers a place of healing in which people can
express things that are often painful and emotive without
fear of judgement.
On a more practical side, FORE also offers a direct link
between our young people and our management team
as well as our partner companies and organisations.

Individuals are encouraged to bring issues experienced
in the workplace, university, or even Drive Forward itself
to our attention, so that we can ensure that their concerns
are not overlooked, nor silenced, but rather investigated
and acted upon.
Continuous learning
A big part of FORE is also to encourage continued learning
amongst the staff, young people, partners and volunteers.
We regularly consult with our members on how we can
improve our approach of supporting young people from
BAME backgrounds in the workplace and in general.
We have also set up a book club in which we read and
discuss books written by authors of colour. This is attended
by members of the team, young people, and volunteers.
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Joy Millani – You don’t learn if you don’t try
“When you grow up in care, you feel quite powerless. You feel controlled by your
carers and by the system and it feels like you don’t have a say over your own life.”

Joy Millani is an entrepreneur, model, author, and actor.
The 21-year-old has published a vegan recipe book in
2019; launched her first business amid the pandemic; and
hosts a podcast about female entrepreneurship. ‘Girl, Just
Start-Up!’ is available on Listen Notes.
Joy has been a regular face at Drive Forward since 2018.
From the very first moment she stepped into our offices, her
exceptional level of drive, passion, and dedication shone
through. She has a curious nature and is eager to take up
opportunities for experience and learning.
I sat down with Joy in October 2020 to learn more about
her story, motivations, and future ambitions. This is an
abridged version of our inspirational chat. You can listen
to the whole conversation on the Drive Forward Podcast on
SoundCloud and YouTube.

Joy – you’re so busy!
What are you up to at the moment?
I’m currently focusing on my lingerie company which I
launched in September. I actually had a meeting with one of
my advisors yesterday and we were talking about how I do
so many things and that maybe I need to focus on just one
or two projects that I can grow and develop. I still have my
podcast which I love so much, but that came about almost by
accident. I never intended for it to be an ongoing thing and
yet I’m on season two already! I’m not currently doing any
acting or modeling professionally, I’m just modeling for my
own brand which is a lot of fun. For me at the moment it’s just
about focusing on entrepreneurship, building my business and
building this community of women that are empowered and
uplifted. That’s what my lingerie brand is all about.
These are challenging times – how was it launching a brand in
a year like 2020? How have you been in general?
I had about 20 different things I wanted to achieve in 2020.
I wanted to make new friends, go to new places, take up new
hobbies. But of course, when lockdown came along, I had to
scrap all of those plans. On a personal level, my anxiety went
through the roof with lockdown – I was in a dark place.
What helped though was the community around me such
as Drive Forward and also my Personal Advisor. Everyone
was so helpful and I just felt that I had all of these people
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that wanted to encourage me and uplift me to a place where
I could feel stable and achieve something, and that’s sort
of where the development of the brand started. It was so
refreshing to work on something outside of myself – something
to distract me from the anxiety and the pandemic. 2020
actually enabled me to grow, and I’m really grateful for that. I
had time to work through some of my mental health challenges
and have a lot more compassion for others going through
similar struggles.
There’s another project you’re working on as
well as your lingerie business. Can you tell
us about that?
Yes! The project is ‘Joy Hair’ which is an idea I had during
lockdown but especially around the time of the resurgence
of the Black Lives Matter movement. It made me think - how
can I contribute to this? When I was working in a shop in
central London, a lady came up to me and asked “who does
your hair?”. I told her that I did it myself and she said that
she needed help with doing her daughter’s hair. She was a
white woman who’d adopted a black girl. I wrote down some
products and treatments that she could use and some places
she could go to get her hair professionally done. I felt really
fulfilled in that moment. Joy Hair is a consultancy that helps
mothers who have either adopted or are fostering black girls
so that they can better care for their children’s hair.

Joy, you’ve already achieved so much and you’re
only 21. What motivates you?
I’ve recently decided to be more open and honest. I never
speak about being a care leaver unless I’m at Drive Forward
or surrounded by other care leavers. When you grow up in
care, you feel quite powerless. You feel controlled by your
carers and by the system. It feels like you don’t have a say
over your own life. I knew when leaving care, that I did want
to have a say. I didn’t want to be yet another statistic or a
‘poor outcome’. Every year I build on that drive. I really want
other care leavers to know that they can be successful.
Why do you think role models are important and
as a role model yourself, what’s your mission?
Role models are really important because they make us
realise that we’re not victims and that we’re actually masters
of our journey. I was listening to a podcast recently where
this guy was talking about how when he was younger,
teachers were role models to the children in the classroom
and how the children wanted to be just like the teachers
because they were so knowledgeable. He then said that as
he got older, he realised that teachers and role models were
like branches of a tree and that the more people who act as
role models, the more the branches will reach down and the
more people will hear this and develop self-belief that they
are good enough to do what they want to do. I believe that
as a role model, you are like the branch reaching closer to
the people who need that motivation – they can reach you
and think ‘yes, I can do this too!’.
People say we learn more from our failures than
our successes. How would that relate to you?
There is one thing that’s quite small but I think it’s important
to share about a time when I was organising a shoot for
my business last year. We had the photographer and the
studio and everything booked. About 15 minutes before the
session, the photographer called to say that they were unwell
so we had to cancel. I couldn’t believe how much everything

was falling apart. We still made the most of the situation
and took the photos at my house. They came out really well!
It showed me the importance of having a Plan B and being
adaptable as an entrepreneur knowing that anything can
change at any moment.
Looking back at 2020 –
is there anything you’d have done differently?
Not at all. I don’t want to sound big-headed but I am just so
proud of how I dealt with my mental health problems and at
the same time still managed to do all of these projects.
I do wonder – where did I get that strength from? But I got
it from somewhere. And I’d say to anyone going through
similar struggles, just reach out to someone.
What’s a memorable moment with
Drive Forward since you joined in 2018?
There are so many! I just feel like everyone at Drive Forward
always makes the events, the workshops and the experience
so great. It feels like we’re a part of the community and that
someone is thinking of us. A really good example was in
December 2018. I’d stopped celebrating Christmas at the
time because I don’t have my family here and it’s a really
commercialised event. I remember going into Drive Forward
and there were presents for everyone. I remember opening
up the gifts and they were amazing things like really
high-end makeup! It was just so thoughtful. No one had ever
done that for me. Another good memory is a trip we did to
Somerset House where we went ice skating – I’d never even
been ice skating before. It was just so much fun meeting
new people and doing something for the first time. I have so
many happy memories and I just love the love and the care
that Drive Forward puts into these experiences for us so,
thank you!

And, you brought a poem for us?
So, this is something that I wrote for the launch of my brand.
I was doing a series on my Instagram which was a homage
to the art of seduction. The art of seduction is a book about
the nine seductive archetypes that each person basically has.

The Charmer
The charmer,
whose only armour is
to deflect their attention onto you:
Don’t you realize
this is manipulation of the
highest form?
To take attention off of them
and onto you
the fool who falls into the trap
of their incognito
to validate you,
to make you feel special
simply to please your ego.
Joy Millani
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ODDBOX

exploring new ways of
supporting communities in need

With the pandemic having a negative impact on a large
number of the industries young people we work with enter
into, we turned our efforts to organisations that were able to
grow in the “new normal”. One such sector is food delivery.
As a customer of ODDBOX and firm believer in their mission
to reduce food waste, our Director of Strategic Partnerships,
Miranda Reilly, crossed her fingers and wrote to their
customer service team.
Every year, one-third of all the food grown globally is
wasted. In the UK alone, over 3 million tonnes of fruit and
veg is wasted before it has even left the farm. When fruit

ODDBOX were already in partnerships with charities City
Harvest and The Felix Project, donating up to 5% of the
weekly fruit and veg to help provide nutritious meals to

and veg go to waste, so does all that energy, water and
time spent growing it. That’s where ODDBOX come in.

those who need it most. ODDBOX was able to support
its community further during lockdown, delivering a total
of 475 boxes to care homes, hospital staff rooms, and
community centres in a bespoke donation program at
the request of customers.

Every week they go on a mission to rescue farm-fresh fruit
and veg and deliver it straight to people’s doorsteps.
They work with growers to understand what’s available,
rescue the fruit and veg directly from the farm, pack it in
minimal packaging and deliver boxes filled with delicious
produce. Today, they deliver boxes to homes in London
and all around the South East England.
Responding to growing needs and markets
ODDBOX had adapted to 2020’s challenges, introducing
more staff, drivers, suppliers, and postcodes into the delivery
area to keep London fed through the toughest weeks of
lockdown. The business experienced unprecedented growth,
expanding first to Brighton in July, and then further across
South East England.
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“The main reason I wanted to do the placement was to
learn about the different roles and so I was able to get
an insight into the different departments. Would be
interested in thecustomer side or digital moving forward.”
Abigail, 23

Going beyond the obvious
The suggestion of going further and supporting with
employment gaps through recruitment and employability
skills building, appealed to ODDBOX. Within a week of
Miranda contacting them, they were in conversations
about hosting work placements. In October, they offered
a dynamic, remote work experience for two young people,
interested to learn about food delivery and subscription
services, through the lens of sustainability and reducing
food waste. ODDBOX is looking forward to 2021 and a
long-term relationship with the Drive Forward Foundation.

“Thanks to the placement, when going onto my next
job I will be confident speaking in meetings (particularly
virtually) and to large numbers of people at a time.”
Tatenda, 21

Baringa Partners – Making a real impact
Entering their second year in partnership
with Drive Forward Foundation, Baringa
Partners increased their support when the
pandemic struck. They had already supported
young people through volunteering and work
placement opportunities and asked us how
else they could make an impact. In light of the
unique set of challenges posed by Covid-19,
they agreed to help develop a strategy for
continuing to connect young people with
potential employers.
Baringa Partners is an independent business and technology consultancy. Baringa
help businesses run more effectively, navigate industry shifts and reach new markets.
In 2017, Baringa established a Community Fund, which is used to undertake low-bono
and pro-bono projects with third sector clients.
For Drive Forward, Baringa delivered a pro-bono project to identify the impact of the
pandemic on youth employment. They developed a youth opportunity index, ranking
industries that had the most youth employment potential. Based on the findings,
Baringa developed a strategy to help Drive Forward maximise partnerships and secure
employment opportunities for young people in the highest-ranking industries. As part of
this project, they engaged with a number of our corporate partners and young people
we work with.

Caroline Theodore,
Manager at Baringa, says...
“It was inspiring to hear how passionate
and dedicated the partners, partnerships
managers and employment consultants were
about helping young people enrolled in Drive
Forward to achieve their full potential. I was
also amazed by the number of additional
activities the young people at Drive Forward
undertook to upskill themselves in their
chosen careers. I have learnt a lot from my
conversations throughout the engagement
and this inspired me to support a young
person from Drive Forward with her
interview preparation.”
About Baringa’s partnership with us
Caroline says,
“As a partner you can really make an impact
on the lives of young people. This can be
at an employee level with e.g., mentoring
someone and helping them with CVs or
LinkedIn profiles, or at an organisational
level with e.g., hosting Aim Higher Days
and work placements.

Every event and opportunity help
a young person take another step
towards employment.
The young people I have worked with are
resilient, resourceful and hardworking.
They deserve an exciting and prosperous
career. I have learnt that the smallest
of things, such as 40-minute interview
preparation, can make a big difference and
help a young person achieve their potential.
My fondest memory of working with
Drive Forward is hosting a one-week work
placement for Yousif, an aspiring young
engineer. We organised the work placement
as a team-project, with many Baringa
colleagues across the business volunteering
and supporting Yousif. It was an extremely
rewarding experience for the whole team,
particularly witnessing Yousif’s development
over the week.”
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“Baringa is an excellent company
to work with, great work environment,
very friendly staff and great
management team. I really
appreciate all your time and help.
I had a wonderful experience.
Thank so much for having me.”
Yousif, 21

Many Baringa employees, from junior staff to senior partners have supported
Drive Forward in some way over the last years since we became a partner
organisation. Whether that be through interview prep and pizza sessions,
lunch clubs, mentoring or work placements.
Last year, a group from Baringa’s HR department volunteered at Drive
Forward’s Lunch Club and helped three young individuals with their job
applications. We are proud that all three are now in full-time employment as
a direct result of that session. Having such a profound impact on the lives of
those young individuals was a truly rewarding experience for our team.
We continuously receive amazing feedback about how fulfilling volunteering
with Drive Forward is, and most our volunteers support year after year.
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The Drive Forward Policy Forum
Tackling the various challenges facing care-experienced youth across the UK
2020 has been a huge
year for Drive Forward’s
political engagement.
Now with over 50
members from nearly
every region in the
UK, our Policy Forum
has thrived, and has
continued to campaign
for change, despite
meeting via Zoom
rather than face to face.

In April, the group decided to use lockdown to their
advantage and took this time to review its strategic aims.
Members placed emphasis on democracy, measurable
success, and the need for care experienced voices to be
front and centre of our campaigning work.
With members, old and new, in agreement on the Policy
Forum’s mission and values, the group then began the
process of deciding on its next ‘key campaign’. After
many meetings, debates, surveys, pitches and votes, the
group eventually decided to campaign on the timely and
important issue of mental health provision for care leavers.
It is well documented that the lockdowns and the isolation
that comes with them, have a detrimental effect on mental
health. Sadly, many of those who have felt particularly
isolated are care-experienced young people. Fortunately,
there has been some media coverage of this, including
reports from two of our own Policy Forum members on
the BBC’s Newsnight programme. However, as our young
people keep telling us, the problems of 2020 have merely
exacerbated an already existing and vast issue.
Our solution-focused Policy Forum members are determined
to turn this issue into an opportunity for real change. Their
campaign’s objective is to see bespoke mental health
services for care leavers made available in every local
authority. Huge advances have been made in recent years
in terms of statutory support for care leavers, such as the
extension of support up until the age of 25. But one thing
that repeatedly seems to be overlooked is mental health and
our Policy Forum members hope that they can change that.
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If trying to shake up the mental health system wasn’t
enough, the Policy Forum has also been busy in many
other areas. Their campaign to end the unnecessary
criminalisation of children in care has continued with
great success, securing a commendation from the Howard
League for Penal Reform for their work on the issue.
The members have also established a Higher Education
subgroup to lobby for better support for care-experienced
students led by the success already achieved by our
committed Manchester based members.
The fact that 2020 has been such a busy year for Drive
Forward’s Policy Forum is a testament to the hard work
and determination of its members, even in the face of a
world-wide pandemic. As well as spreading the word to
more fellow care-experienced young people than ever, this
year has seen the Policy Forum meet (virtually) with the
Education Secretary, the Children’s Minister, two London
Deputy Mayors, a board of government ministers, and two
backbench MPs to name but a few. We hope 2021 will be
an even bigger and better year for our ever-growing and
fantastic group of care-experienced campaigners.

Megan Davies
Head of Political Engagement

We all have a right to
good mental health

Farhia Yusuf
Farhia Yusuf began her professional career as a midwife
in North East London. Since last year, the 23-years-old is
working with the Department for Health and Social Care.

Like many care leavers, mental health has always been a dark shadow that has followed me throughout
my life. As a child, I received support from CAMHS (Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services).
However, childhood trauma can still haunt you as an adult.
You undergo many changes when transitioning from foster child
to care leaver when you turn 18. Social workers turn into PAs
(Personal Advisors). You are expected to rely on the welfare state
if not in employment or student loans and grants if you are at
university. You also grow up extremely quickly. By the age of 19,
I had my own flat and was living alone.

I joined Drive Forward in January 2020. In doing so, I met other
care leavers and found that lack of mental health support was a
common issue faced by those who’ve been through the care system.
Many share the same sentiments as I do and feel that adult mental
health services are unfit for purpose in meeting the specific needs
of care leavers.

We believe that offering these mental health services at local authority
level will make a large positive difference to the lives of careexperienced people across the nation.
•

Providing specialist services in-house will enable care leavers
to access mental health service directly, rather than having to
compete for them with the general population;

It was shortly after moving in that I had my first mental health
breakdown. Due to moving ‘out of borough’, the therapies that I
had waited a year to access were stopped at my most vulnerable
point. Since I was a new patient in that area, it meant that I had to
join the back of the queue for help all over again

For example, the limited amount of sessions that is usually offered
cannot adequately deal with issues such as abandonment, trauma
from the care system, transitioning into independence at a premature
age, and the manifestations of childhood trauma in adulthood.

•

Care leavers face a specific set of challenges that can cause a
variety of mental health issues. A care-focused approach will
allow care leavers to address them more effectively and increase
their chances of healing;

•

The Covid-19 pandemic hit care-experienced people
disproportionately hard, aggravating pre-existing issues.
Direct access to specialist mental health services will give
young care leavers a better chance at recovering from the
crisis in the long-term.

It wasn’t until I became very ill that I was offered emergency access
to therapy. It was because of those services that I started to make a
slow recovery to become what I am today : a full-time midwife, and
campaigner in my spare time. Though the sessions were limited,
they allowed me to understand the effects of trauma and having
been in the care system.
As a result of accessing these services, I was able to go back to
university and complete my degree in midwifery. I consider myself
to be one of the lucky ones who were able to access mental health
services due to having such acute symptoms. Despite having a
mental health condition, I was able to get my life back on track.
But this isn’t always the case for other care leavers.

Not long after coming to Drive Forward, I joined their Policy Forum:
a group made up of care leavers that work together to bridge the
disconnect between policy makers and care leavers. In the summer,
we were asked to come up with suggestions of what our next key
campaign should be. My personal experiences, as well as listening
to my peers, inspired me to come up with a campaign proposal
to provide specialised mental health support to care leavers. My
proposal won the vote and the group is now actively campaigning to
achieve this ambitious goal.

There are already specialised services for care leavers such as access
to housing and personal advisers, and it is time we matched this with
specialised mental health services too.
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Furloughteering
The “new normal” has brought with it a new
language. Ever use the word “furlough” in
2019? And what about “furloughteering”?
The word “furloughteering” sprung up as individuals who were furloughed wanted to
use their time to volunteer with their community. Organisations such as Furlough Go,
Furlonteer and The Match quickly filled the gap and set up to match individuals with
community groups.
At Drive Forward, we have been heartened by the continued support from existing
partners and volunteers as well as new members of our community, many of whom
who were furloughed and had worries of their own about their employment situation.
We have found truth in the belief that going through a shared challenge brings
people together.
Matching skills with need
For example, at the start of the Covid-19 crisis, Aceil Haddad, in partnership with
Roxhill Media founded The Community PR Initiative. The Community PR Initiative was
set up to provide furloughed PR’s with an opportunity to help charities and public sector
organisations in need of free communication support.
We got in touch with The Community PR Initiative who quickly came back to use with a
team of PR specialists who have since provided invaluable support to different areas of
the organisation.
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“At the start of lockdown, my clients’ work reduced,
so although suddenly home-schooling, I felt I
had time to volunteer for a charity. I ended up
volunteering for three! DFF appealed to me for two
reasons over and above anything else. Firstly – yes,
the amazing work that they do – but also because
our two girls have been through the care system,
having been adopted at 8 months and 3 years.
They came to live with us age 20 months and
5 years and that was 6 years ago. So what DFF
do is close to my heart.
Also, as a marketing consultant, the help the
organisation needed for the DFF Policy Forum was
something I could give my professional expertise
to and make a real difference. I felt I would be
bringing something of real value rather than just
‘giving my time’.
I’ve spent a fair amount of time with Megan
and a group of young people from the DFF Forum
and I’ve thoroughly enjoyed what we’re doing,
am inspired, and hope this can be more than a
short-term project.”
Adeline Bibby
Marketing Consultant Addi’d Value

“I became connected to the Drive Forward Foundation through the
Community PR Initiative, which matched furloughed comms professionals
with good causes looking for support. Working with the Drive Forward team
has been a delight and one of the highlights of my year. Even now I have
returned to work I continue to speak to the team on a regular basis and
have even become a Drive Forward mentor, which I’m finding incredibly
rewarding. I look forward to seeing Drive Forward continuing to thrive and
widen the impact of its vital work.”
Aimen Chouchane
Head of Content and Product Marketing, Catapult

“Volunteering with Drive Forward has been an incredibly rewarding
experience. The team is highly organised and uses volunteer time very
efficiently. The information sessions have been concise and immensely helpful.
What is really clear is the relationship between the staff and the young care
leavers. The relationships are warm and the staff’s knowledge of the skills and
experience of the young people is very obvious. The relationships are evidently
equal and based on trust and respect.
For me, it has been an honour and a joy to meet some of the young care
leavers. They are inspiring people; highly articulate, resilient, funny, adaptable
and passionate. To be able to work with them, to hear their ideas and their
visions for the future has been invaluable.”
Emma Bravo
Communications Director, Picador and Partnerships
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Finding something
positive to focus
on and give back
Since March, there is no doubt that life
has been a rollercoaster. You may have
approached lockdown with ideas about how
you were going to spend your time and got
through it, hoping there was a clear end date
in sight. Yet this current situation rumbles on.
Glenn Meads is a writer,
a teacher, and a journalist.
Since starting his career, he
has interviewed the likes of
Enrique Iglesias, Willy Russell,
and Sophie Ellis-Bextor and
managed to coach teachers full
time and write in the evenings.

Depending on the sector where you work, you may
have found that you have ended up with more time on
your hands or desperately seeking for a way of lending
support to others, when it is most needed, albeit
socially distanced.
I felt the same way in March. Until then, I had been
working crazy long hours – teaching, coaching and
training teachers and reviewing theatre as a freelance
journalist. Then, my life became “virtual” overnight,
and theatres and cinemas closed. My escape routes
felt blocked, so I did what many of us did, retreated to
world of Netflix and old movies such as E.T, Back to the
Future and Star Wars. I was grateful for entertainment in
my living room and daily walks around an eerily empty
city, that used to be Manchester.
But something was missing, some friends had turned
to baking or art. I watch Bake Off and can draw stick
men. But I wanted to give back. I thought about young
people in the care system because I had taught many
students whose lives were turned upside down because
they lacked the support that many take for granted.
Lockdown was temporary but for some of these young
people, these feelings of loneliness and rejection may
have existed pre Covid.
A friend put me onto Drive Forward, as she had
adopted a young boy and this London based charity
had appeared on her radar. She knew that I had missed
writing and they were asking for people to blog about
TV/film recommendations to get these young people
through lockdown and beyond.
So, my work began as a blog which morphed into a
series of workshops, designed for young people in care
and care leavers, giving them advice on everything from
how to get into writing, acting, and dancing. But the
USP here was that I had invited people who worked in
the arts and they said yes.
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The first week was on writing and I invited a former
student who was keen to be involved. He had anxiety
when I taught him, and we had worked together
to help him work through this and become more
confident. He was reticent to begin with but said yes
because he wanted to push himself and was finding
lockdown difficult.
When I asked him recently about his experiences
volunteering, he said: “When you asked me to help
deliver a writing workshop, I was a bit hesitant due
to my social anxiety. In hindsight, saying yes was
one of the best decisions I have made. You and Drive
Forward allowed me to exercise and help teach
the writing technique that you had taught me in our
lessons to others”.
He adds: “I hope that Glenn inspired them as much as
he did for me and the best for all the people involved,
thank you for letting me be part of it.”
Mark Newsome is a local actor who has overcome
obstacles with regards to his mental health. He starred
in a one-person play, which explores this, and it has
touched a nerve with young people. He delivered a
workshop on how to use something negative and turn
it into something positive through a piece of writing.
Phil Pearson, the play’s writer joined Mark and they
delivered a workshop and a Q&A. They both loved
being involved and Mark says it is one of the best things
he was involved in during these tough times.
He said: “I feel that for me, personally, it gave me
a sense of giving back. I have turned a lot of bad
experiences and struggles with my mental health into a
positive - I hoped that I can inspire the young people to
believe in themselves and go for it. No matter who you
are, you are able to achieve anything”.
Mark loved the experience so much that he took part in
another workshop – An Actor’s Life For Me alongside

3 other performers, offering the young people advice on
how to get into acting.
Scottish actor and former dancer, Rikki Chamberlain took
part in a dancer’s Q&A. It gave the young people access
to individuals who had toured theatres but also worked in
the West End. For Rikki, the whole experience was very
poignant as he had been in the care system.
He said: “For me the reward comes in being able
to highlight to young people (particularly those with
experiences of the social care system) that there are
other avenues available to them, even those that are
often considered “high art” and therefore beyond their
start in life”.
He recalled how he had been given a chance as a child
and how it changed his life. “Someone took a similar punt
on me many moons ago, and it has become the modus
operandi of any and all work that I undertake (how can
I use the background I was born into to highlight that it
is still possible to succeed in the high art worlds of Ballet,
Theatre, and Shakespeare).
He adds: “In order to keep a full cross section of society
in these professions and stop them becoming the sole
propriety of the upper classes then it’s vital that more
practitioners become involved”.
Dancers Alex Christian and Lindsay Atherton have starred
in the likes of West Side Story, Cats and Flashdance and
for them, it was about having open conversations with
young people to offer them insight and access.
Reflecting on their time they said: “The experience we
had was truly amazing and it’s so important that the new
generations of performers, practitioners, etc have the
opportunity to ask any questions they may have and to
get an insight into all these industries.
They added: “We are entering a time where openness
to knowledge and experiences is celebrated and

encouraged. Therefore, talks like those we had with you
pave the way for young members to delve into the core of
the performing arts industry”.
Another great thing about volunteering is the ability
to pay it forward. Many of these performers found
themselves with no work through Covid. Aaron Renfree
is a choreographer and dancer and one-time member of
pop act S Club Juniors. Prior to the pandemic, he was
in high demand. He gave up his time to support young
people and following our Q&A he delivered dance
classes online. Some of the young people supported by
Drive Forward attended the classes, as a way of giving
back to him.
It was clear during the workshops that everyone who
attended had felt a sense of connection. The actors/
performers felt isolated because their work was no more,
and the young people felt that they had insight and access
to a world that may have felt beyond their reach.
So, how could we run with this, so that it became
more than a memory?
I had an idea that we could crowdfund for the young
people to go to the theatre, giving them the chance to see
a live performance once we were al allowed to return
to the West End. And Acting for Others was supporting
performers who were out of work. So, a crowdfunder was
set up and we raised £2,000 and split this between Drive
Forward (to fund a theatre trip) and Acting for Others, to
thank those who helped deliver the workshops.
Since then, I have been mentoring young people at Drive
Forward and this all came from feeling helpless and out
of place during lockdown. So, if you have thought about
volunteering before and dismissed it because you feel that
you have not got the time to make a difference, all you
need is a couple of hours per week and passion for what
you are doing. It can make a huge difference and it will
give you something positive to focus on and these young
people deserve to work with people like you.
So, why not give it a go?
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A Bespoke counselling service for
care-experienced young people
Our bespoke counselling service was
introduced in January 2019 with the ambition
of offering a more holistic support service
to care-experienced young people.
Drive Forwards’ late CEO, Martha
Wansbrough, recognised that there was
an opportunity to offer meaningful mental
health support that would complement the
well-established employment services
already on offer.
The service is delivered by Richard Barnardo who has extensive experience delivering support
services for care leavers. Richard is a BACP registered Counsellor and a qualified Social
Worker, who has experience within statutory Child Protection services and managing Local
Authority Leaving Care Teams.
In our initial trial, the service was run with just Richard on a part-time basis. This allowed us to
deliver 284 hours of one-to-one support in 2020, helping 36 young adults access help they
were unable to receive elsewhere.
In 2020 the service has grown and we introduced an additional counsellor to meet demand.
With Maria joining our team in October 2020, we’re currently supporting approximately
13 young people a week. The ambition is to deliver closer to 500 therapeutic hours in 2021!
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Putting Listening into Practice
Eager to develop a service based on the real needs and wishes of the
young people working with Drive Forward, we held regular consultations
with service users, reviewed our learning, and put the necessary
adjustments in place. This involved offering weekend, as well as
weekday appointments for those who work, and virtual sessions for those
unable to travel.
Young people can make self-referrals to the service by contacting Richard
directly, or via their respective employment coach. They are able to
access 12 appointments of 50 minutes each free of charge. We have
also introduced a low-cost service, allowing those who wish to receive
more sessions to secure on-going appointments for a highly discounted
rate; an offer that has been very well received by our young adults.

Supporting clients through the pandemic
With a nationwide pandemic and associated restrictions in place,
counselling has continued to operate during the most challenging
of times. Many low cost/free counselling services in London either
stopped offering appointments altogether or were only able to
offer virtual appointments. At DFF we recognised that reducing or
withdrawing services would leave our young people without the
support they have been asking for. Consequently, in accordance with
Government guidelines and practice advice from the British Association
of counselling and Psychotherapy (BACP), steps were taken to continue
safely delivering in-person appointments to those that needed them.
This has allowed those most socially isolated and at risk to still meet
each week with their counsellor.
The service operates on Sundays and Mondays from two separate
locations, with rooms situated in Holborn and Highbury. Our young
people have advised us that their previous experience of counselling
was too often held in spaces that felt overly clinical and unwelcoming.
Consequently, every effort has been made in identifying and using rooms
that offer clients a calming and private space, allowing them to feel
valued and listened to.

Richard Barnardo
BACP registered Counsellor
at Barnardo Counselling

Richard’s sessions were extremely beneficial
to me. I have had various counselling and
therapeutic intervention in the past but never
felt that they were truly effective in helping
me to address my childhood trauma. Richard
services are extremely unique and specific
to supporting care leavers... These sessions
were life changing for me and the availability
of his free counselling sessions are so
imperative for the wellbeing of care leavers.

When I began my sessions with Richard I was
weighed down with tremendous amounts of anxiety
and depression which inhibited my ability to
function in any professional capacity. I was initially
apprehensive of how effective this programme
would be for me because I’ve had many negative
experiences with therapy and counselling growing
up within the care system. Richard provided a safe
space for me, devoid of judgement; in which I could
truly open up in, and resolve a lot of my internal
conflicts. During these sessions he guided and
supported me towards finding a sense of self-worth,
which my upbringing did not provide. He has helped
me towards constructing a new sense of identity and
self-confidence.

Jasmine

Thomas

My journey with managing my mental health and emotions have never been easy. Despite years of therapy
from multiple providers and constantly reliving old wounds, I have never felt so comfortable feeling vulnerable
until I met Richard. Richard has helped me overcome demons I have not been able to confront myself.
Every session I’ve had with Richard, he has made feel safe and supported me throughout my darkest times...
Without Richard’s support and dedication in building effective rapport, I wouldn’t be the person I am today.
Managing my mental health will always be a challenge but after my sessions- I know nothing is impossible.
Nadia
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Helena & Rohima
A Lockdown Mentoring Story
There is no doubt that 2020 has been a tough
year for maintaining relationships with loved
ones, friends, and colleagues alike.
Even more so, when it comes to building new
relationships from scratch and making them last.
Facing this challenge head on were Helena and
Rohima, who both committed to take part in our
mentoring programme last summer.

Rohima is a graphic design student in London with a
keen interest in photography and ambitions to break
into the creative arts industry once she finishes her
studies. Helena has a decade of experience of working
in the creative sector as a performer, a programme
manager, a consultant, and as a producer.
“[Rohima has] got a really broad spectrum of creative
interests and skills and my career as well has been
quite like multi-facetted. My dad always calls it a
portfolio career, because it’s been lots of different
sectors. Rohima had had some experience working in
a museum and gallery sector, which is where I work.
Perhaps we match well partly because there’s so
many different elements to the things we do and are
interested in,” Helena recalls. “I agree 100%,” says
Rohima, “we’ve got a lot in common when it comes to
the creative field. I think she also mentioned something
about doing dance and I used to do dance myself as
a GCSE before I moved to a new school. There were
quite a few bits there where I could connect with her.”
Both only joined Drive Forward amid lockdown in the
summer of 2020.
Rohima remembers, “I think it was very unusual. I think
the whole year was quite unusual having everything
through my laptop and then having this mentor-mentee
relationship over zoom and not having met was quite
strange for sure.”
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Only once, during the short while that restrictions were
lifted, the pairing was able to meet up in person for trip
to Whitechapel Gallery. “It was really good and helped
me with my coursework as well,” Rohima recalls.
“It’s really hard to know how it would feel or be if we
weren’t in lockdown. And maybe there is a hidden
positive to this. It’s actually very easy to spend time
together. It’s not like we’re navigating London and
getting places and finding places where we can talk
kind of privately. So, in a way, maybe Zoom has
enabled us some fluidity to this process... It would
be wonderful to spend more time going to galleries
together because that did feel very positive for us both,
I think,” says Helena.
Especially for Rohima, the exceptional circumstances
of 2020 have enabled her to engage with different
projects outside of university more effectively.
“I think it was one or two years when I tried to [commit
to Drive Forward] and every single time I wanted to
come to the office... something else popped up. But this
time, it’s like I had all this free time, and I was able to
actually meet up um via zoom,” she admits.
The pair is committed to making their mentoring
relationship count, as much as to having fun and
enjoying each other’s company.

“I think the sessions that we do are kind of having me look
at myself in a different perspective... I like the fact that we
were also able to meet in person and go to an art gallery.
You don’t really have that relationship with other people;
it’s educational and inspiring,” says Rohima.
Helena adds, “I think one of the things we share is really
enjoying looking at something else and that being a way
we look at ourselves and each other and are forming a
big part of our kind of passion and career interests.”
Both have big plans for when the world of arts and
culture start spinning again; from visiting more galleries,
to seeing a performance at the Royal Opera House,
and maybe even do some dancing together. Until then,
Helena is convinced that for anyone eager to work in
the sector, “being able to sit with uncertainty and create
from it... that skill will be crucial moving forward. I think
the kind of innovation and sort of self-sufficiency, creative
self-sufficiency, but also capacity to collaborate, those
are going to be key skills moving forward, working
flexibly.”
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You have made
a real difference
Notwithstanding the many challenges and difficulties this past year has
brought, our community exhibited an incredible amount of resilience,
commitment, and innovation, whilst welcoming new supporters, partners,
and volunteers.
Your donations to our Care Leaver Relief Fund made a significant difference
to young people struggling to pay their bills and feed themselves; the hours
you gave to individuals have provided them with invaluable insight that
will help them further their careers; your expertise and pro-bono support
have enabled our team to navigate the pandemic more efficiently, find new
solutions, and tackle the challenges in front of us.
Whether you are a mentor, volunteer, donor, funder, corporate or charity
partner, you have made a real difference. This list is not exhaustive of
course, and we would like to send a big Thank You to every single one of
our supporters.
We would also like to highlight the incredible drive, perseverance, and
courage all the young people working with us throughout this difficult period
have shown. It has been a tough time for every one of us and whilst we did
our best to be there for you, we recognise that it is you, the young people,
who provide our team with hope, instill motivation, and challenge us to aim
higher and reach further every day. Thank you.

Alex Hyde
Glenn Meads

Berenice Hillion
Aceil Haddad

Adeline Bibby

Jerome Harvey Agyei
Andrew Walker

Shavaun Glen
Aimen Chouchane

Emma Bravo

THANK
YOU!

Georgia Boyd

Alistair Burt

Karen Deehan
Brian Rackham
Francesca Hawkins

Fatima Jichi
Wendy Ramshaw
Alan Cripps

Ferdie Simon
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Brian Flynn

What our funders say
“What stands out about Drive Forward is the
recognition that each young person’s past
experience and journey to sustainable employment
is unique to them. The work starts with an
understanding of participants’ circumstances,
outlook and aspirations and builds long-term support
around them. The young people are empowered to
take control of their lives and supported through any
setbacks as they occur.
We are excited to see the growth of the Policy Forum
and peer networks, bringing care-experienced adults
across the UK together to challenge stigma and drive
policy reform.”

Katy Golding,
Segelman Trust

“Drive Forward Foundation is an expert in its field and one
that City Bridge Trust is proud to support. Evidence-led and
thoughtful in its approach, DFF has built a strong network
of partners across local authorities, housing associations,
Job Centres and universities who refer care-experienced
individuals to its employment support programme. DFF’s
work to build young people’s confidence, self-esteem,
knowledge and skills sits alongside engagement with
employers, educating and training them on trauma,
adolescent development and adult behaviour, all of which
helps to ensure empathetic placements. Given how poor
outcomes frequently are for care-leavers, DFF is an essential
support service and advocate for long-term developmental
support. We congratulate DFF on its 10th anniversary and
its achievements to date.”

“At Montpelier Foundation, we are delighted to
have started supporting Drive Forward Foundation
this year. Covid-19 and the UK’s challenging job
market makes it more important than ever for us to
be supporting young people who are starting out
in their adult lives and careers. As a champion for
care-experienced youth, Drive Forward are going the
extra mile to provide personalised, adaptive support
to those who do not always have a network to fall
back on. We are looking forward to working with
you all!”

Louise Busson,
Montpelier Foundation

Tim Wilson,
City Bridge Trust
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Financial statement 2020
Statement of financial activities incorporating income and
expenditure account for the year ended 31 March 2020
Unrestricted funds
2020 (£)

Restricted funds
2020 (£)

Total funds
2020 (£)

Total funds
2019 (£)

541,228

447,810

989,038

547,880

-

-

-

2,109

Investments

30

-

30

16

Total income

541,258

447,810

989,068

550,005

11,439

-

11,439

10,512

Charitable activities

412,222

307,454

719,676

506,288

Total expenditure

423,661

307,454

731,115

516,800

Total funds brought forward

115,233

44,196

159,429

126,222

Net movement in funds

117,565

140,356

257,921

33,207

Total funds carried forward

232,798

184,552

417,350

159,429

INCOME FROM:

Income from donations and legacies
Other trading activities

EXPENDITURE ON:

Raising funds

RECONCILIATION OF FUNDS:
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Our Partners & Funders
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info@driveforwardfoundation.org

/DriveForward

@Drive_Forward

Registered Charity No. 1018750
Company Limited by Guarantee
No. 2688742

/driveforward1

@drive_forward

Drive Forward Foundation 14-15 Lower Marsh, Lambeth, London SE1 7RJ
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